ABSTRACT. Let 9Ç be the Zemanian space of Hankel transformable generalized functions and let 0 ^ be the space of Hankel convolution operators for 0-i^. This 0-f^ is the dual of a subspace 9-Ç of O^ * for which O^ * is also the space of Hankel convolutors. In this paper the elements of 0^% are characterized as those in £(9-^) and in L(!HJ) that commute with Hankel translations. Moreover, necessary and sufficient conditions on the generalized Hankel transform ©'S of S G O' are established in order that every T G 0^ such that S * T G ^ lie in ^.
1. Introduction. Let \i G R, and let 9~C^ be the space of Hankel transformable functions, as introduced by A. H. Zemanian [5] . We recall that H^ consists of all those infinitely differentiable functions <j> = cj) ( 
(ÊV0XO = (°° <i>(x)^tj^xt) dx
is an automorphism of i^, provided that ^i > -1/2 (here, as usual, J^ denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and order /x). If ^ > -1/2, the generalized Hankel transformation JQ^ is defined on ^', the dual space of H^, as the adjoint of £)^. Then !Q f p is an automorphism of H^.
In previous papers [2] and [3] , for \i > -1 /2, the authors have introduced and studied the subspace O'^ of Oi^ formed by all those T G JÇ such that 9(x) = x-^l/ 2 
(^T)(x)
is a smooth function on / with the property that for every k G N there exists n k G N satisfying
Clearly, ^ is a subspace of O'^. The space O of all those smooth functions 6 = 6(x) on / possessing the above property turns out to be the space of multiplication operators on J-tp and on H^ (fi G R), whereas 0 ^ is the space of convolution operators on ^ and onfl£(/z>-l/2).
In what follows we shall always assume that ji is a real number not inferior to -1 /2 and, unless otherwise stated, that 9Ç is endowed with its weak* topology.
In Section 2 of this paper the elements of 0 are characterized as those in L(?Ç) and in L(9Ç) that commute with Hankel translations. Here, as customary, LijHp) (respectively, L(^)) denotes the space of all linear continuous operators from H^ (respectively, 9{£) into itself. Furthermore, necessary and sufficient conditions on the generalized Hankel transform ÏQ^S of S G 0^ are established in order that every distribution T G 0^ such that S * T G 9^ lie in ?Ç. This is done in Section 3.
Characterizing 0^ in L{9Q and in L(^).
Let L(?Ç) (respectively, L(^)) denote the space of all linear continuous operators from J-Ç (respectively, 9{£) into itself. The characterization of the elements in L(9Ç) and in L(9(^) that commute with Hankel translations is our first objective.
We recall that the Hankel translation r x <j> of (/ > G H^ by x G / is defined as 
PROOF. For u G H^, x G /, and <j> e fy, a combination of (2.1 ) and (2.2) yields:
The map (</>, (/?) i -> <j)*(p is continuous from ^ x^ into i^. The generalized Hankel convolution w * </ > of w G ^ and </ > G i^ is the distribution given by (M * 0, (/?) = (w, </ > * </?) ((/? G i^).
The map (w, </ >) i -> u*<j> is separately continuous from ^ x ^ into #Ç, when 9f^ is endowed either with its weak* or its strong topology. Finally, for u G H^ and T G 0^> J| C , the generalized function u * T G ^ is defined as
Note that each of these definitions extends the previous one. Moreover,
whenever w G ^Ç and T G 0^*. If Cy, -2 A T(/z + 1) then the element 5 M of O^ given by
is an identity for (2.3).
The generalized *-convolution commutes with Hankel translations:
T X (M * 7) = (r x w) * T = u * for).
PROOF. Since ^ is an automorphism of Of 1^ we establish the lemma by fixing t G / and using Lemma 2.1, along with (2.4), to write:
We are now in a position to prove 
Conversely, ifLE L(^Ç) satisfies (2.6) then there exists a unique T G O'^for which (2.5) holds.
and also
Conversely, given L G L(^) satisfying (2.8) and (2.9), a unique T G O'^ may be found so that (2.7) holds.
PROOF. That L given by (2.7) satisfies (2.8) is a consequence of Lemma 2.2. Obviously, it also satisfies (2.9).
Conversely, let L G L(}Ç) be such that both (2.8) and (2.9) hold. Then
To demonstrate (2.10), define from H^ into 9{^ the linear map
The definition of A is consistent by virtue of (2.9). Since A G £(^Ç)> its kernel is a closed subspace of H^. In view of (2.8) this kernel contains r x è^ (x G /), and hence (Lemma 2.4) it is also dense in !HJ. Therefore (2.10) holds. Now, letting T = L6^ we have
which proves (2.7).
As to the uniqueness assertion, assume that S G O'^ is not the zero distribution, so that </ > G ïHp exists for which 5 * <j> ^ 0. Since ^Ç separates points in ^ we may find u G H^ such that This completes the proof. 
PROOF. Suppose that condition (ii) is not satisfied. Then there exists T G O' such that S * T G ^, but T £ H^. This means that r^]/ 2 (&^T)(t)
G O, r^-^^swx^rKO G ^, and ^r £ ^. Certainly, for fixed ^GNwe may write sup
\(r l DYr 2^l (^S)(t)(^T)(t)\
where C n^ > 0 is a constant, and the right-hand side of this inequality is clearly
Next we aim to prove that
0<i<m teB a contradiction to (i). In the sequel, n will denote an arbitrary positive integer. We first assume that £o = 0 and proceed by induction on m.
In view of (3.5) and (3.6), we have 
This shows that (3.7) holds when £Q = 0. Next, assume that £o ^ 0 and £o is the smallest positive integer for which no e N and a sequence {(/} 7 <EN in I may be found so that (3.3) (and hence, (3.5), with large enough j) is satisfied. This means that
Arguing as in the proof of (3.6) we are led to
By virtue of Leibniz's rule,
or^-^2(^T)(t)
Then, from (3.1), (3.6) and (3.8) it follows that (3.9) sup Ir^1^^^)^-
Finally, using (3.5), (3.6) and (3.9) we obtain (3.7) by an argument similar to that employed in the case £o = 0. This completes the proof that (i) implies (ii). 
The sum defining 6 is finite, 
»-\^s)(t)(^T)(t) (ter)
is bounded on the interval 0 < t < t n+ M -(1 + tl +ki )~k. Lettingy = n + kl + r (r e N) and t G #/,*> Leibniz's rule, along with (3.10) and and that S * T e ?Ç although T £ fy, which contradicts (ii) and completes the proof.
•
